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Exam

Monday 30 January 2022 15:00-17:00 GET

Remarks and instructions
• Please wnte yom name and youi student number on every sheet

• Please put consecutive page numbers on youi pages

• Provide yom answeis with deal context and explanations

• Theie aie 13 points and 1 bonus point(s) The grade is l+9*min(mimber of pomts,total)/total

• The amount of points is listed in front of each sub-question.

1 General concepts (3.5 points)
Please keep youi answeis to a maximum of three sentences.

a) (10) Discuss biiefly what ’’size” means foi fundamental particles and how this differs from the size of 
composite particles

b) (1.0) The electromagnetic mtei action is considered a long range interaction. On the othei hand, the 
weak and the stiong force aie both shoit lange, although they are so for nraikedly different reasons 
Describe how this comes about foi both cases.

c) (0 5) How come we have never obseived quarks directly7 Clarify which quantum number causes this m 
combination with the properties of the stiong force and what it means for the propagation of particles 
interacting through the strong inteiaction

d) (1.0) To detect subatomic paitides, it is needed to tiansfoim a micioscopic interaction to a macroscopic 
effect Describe one such process, going from the type of material interaction to detection

2 Nuclear decay (2.5 points)
The Nitrogen isotope fyN has a half-life of about 7 1s and decays to g^O which has a mass of about 15 9949 u

a) (1 0) What type of decay is tins and which iirteiactxon(s) is/aie responsible? Wnte down the reaction 
mechanism of the aforementioned decay.

b) (0 5) Name a model to estimate the mass of fyN and other nuclei.

c) (1 0) What is the maximum energy of the electron released by this decay, given that the mass of ;)6N 
is about 16.0061 u?
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3 Mesons (4.0 points)
One type ot hadronic matter comes m the foim ot qq pans, called mesons

a) (1 0) The tt0, the lightest meson, is composed of a linear combination of the two lightest qq pans, uu 
and dd, and decays piedommantly to 77 Which interaction is icsponsible and why can the 7r° not 
decay to two gluons7

b) (1.0) Why is the lifetime of the 7r+, which consists of vd and decays predominantly through nine
orcleis of magnitude higher than 7r0? Would this latio of lifetimes be different if the masses of the pion 
states were much higher7

c) (1 0) The 7] meson has spm-0 and is also a qq state, like the pion, but is a linear combination of three 
components (including also the ss state) It decays to 77 as well as to 7r07ru7r° What does that imply 
for its pauty and C-panty7

d) (1 0) Can the 97 meson decay to as well (assuming it is a strong decay)7 Motivate your answer by
calculating the parity and C-panty of this final state and indicate how they determine the possibility 
of this decay

4 NA62 experiment (3.0 -f 1.0* points)
At CERN, m the North Area (NA), the NA62 experiment rs searching for the decay K+ -> 7r+n+n_ This 
decay proceeds through loop diagrams involving the weak decay, such as the one shown in Figure 1. Two 
years ago, NA62 observed 20 events m a sample where they expected 7 background events and reported a 
measurement of the signal branching fraction of B{K+ —> it+v+v~) = (IO.6I3 4(stat) ± 0 9(syst.)) x lO^11, 
where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic

The charged kaon, K+, is a particle composed of an up-quark and an anti-strange quark, which decays 
with a lifetime of (1 23 ±0 08) x 10~8 s, and is produced for the NA62 collaboration by colliding 400 GeV/c 
protons on a beryllium target In addition to the signal decay K+ tv+v+v~, the K+ also decays through 
the process K+ 7r+7r°, which has a measured branching fraction of (20 67 ± 0 08)%

a) (15) Draw the interaction diagram of the K+ -> tt+tt0 decay Which CKM elements are involved in 
both decays7 Note that there are three contributions participating m the K+ -7 7r+r'i' decay, one for 
each up-type quark Based on the CKM elements involved, what size would you expect the branching 
fraction of K+ —> tt+tt0 to be relative to the K+ -7 tt+w decay7 If you find a difference compared to 
the expected value, explain where this could come from

b) (0 5) As the goal is to detect the process K+ -7 Tr+iz+ir^, give a detection principle that could be 
used to sepai ate K+ particles that did not decay in the detector from those that decayed following 
K+ -7 7t+14+it~. Note that the K+ particles entering the NA62 detector have a well-defined momen
tum

»___________»-----------------at-

P
Figure 1; One of the rnteiaction diagrams for the K+ -7 tt+i'+i/- decay
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c) (1.0) The moic common mode K+ —> tt+tt0 can also act as a backgiound and has to be lejected The 
7r° commonly decays to a pail of photons Indicate a detectoi punciple that can be used to identify 
this background

d) To measme the small branching fractions associated with the K+ —> tt+v+v~ decay, an enoimous 
numbei of chaiged kaons needs to be produced Assuming that the beryllium taiget has a density of 
1 85 g/cm3, a thickness of 0 4m, an atomic mass of 9 012 u, and that the cioss section foi 400 GeV/c 
protons on this taiget is 1 mb, calculate the requned number of protons hitting the target pel second 
to achieve a pioduction of 45 million chaiged kaons pei second

e) (1 0*) One possibility to modify the blanching fiaction of the K+ -> tt+v+u~ decay is through the 
exchange of a particle directly coupling neutimos to quarks, with a so-called leptoquaik Draw the 
hist order Feynman diagram foi the decays m question via a leptoquaik

Formulas and constants

Constants
Speed of light c 3 0 108 m/s
Planck constant h

(N
1

Oi—
I

T-
1 GeV s

Election mass me 0 51 MeV/c2
Pioton mass mp 938 27 MeV/c2
Neutron mass mn 939.57 MeV/c2
Pion mass m-K 139 57 MeV/c2
Muon mass mp 105 66 MeV/c2
Kaon mass mK+ 493 68 MeV/c2
Atomic mass unit u 931 49 MeV/c2
Avogadio’s constant Na 6 1023 mol-1
Barn b 1 • 10-28 O

Relations and models
De Broglie wavelength

where p is momentum and h is Planck’s constant.

Relativistic mechanics

Decay

E2 = p2c2 + m2c4

E = ymc2; 7 =
1

y/l — V2/c2

N(t) = e-f/T ,

where t is proper-tune and r is the lifetime of the particle
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Cherenkov radiation
The angle 0 of the Cherenkov light cone is given by

cos(») = T ,

where n is the refraction index and /? is the speed of the charged particle relative to the speed ol light in 
vacuum

Charge parity

C\ff,J,L,S) = {-l)L+s\ff>J,L,S) , 

wheie /' are fermions, L and S are oihrtal and spin augulai momentum

CKM matrix and Wolfenstein parametrization

VcKM

(vud Vus vuh\
he KM = Vrd Vr, Vet ,1\vtd Vu VtbJ

' 1 - A2/2 A AX3{p-
-A 1 - A2/2 AX'

y4A3(l — p - irj) -AX2 1
+ o{\i) ,

wheie A, A, p and rj are dimensionless parameters and terms are expanded up to order 0(\3) Their values 
are roughly 0 8, 0.23, 0 14 and 0.35, respectively
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